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Two different paths… 
Over the next several years, the world faces a choice: 1) Follow the current path which favors expanded us of 
fossil-fueled combustion vehicles resulting in increased congestion, worsening air quality and climate 
catastrophe OR; 2) chart a new path that favors increased use of transit, biking, walking and shared clean 
electric-drive vehicles, new business models and public-private partnerships that provide affordable, 
accessible and climate safe mobility.  

Climate and economic 
catastrophe

Electric-drive evolution

+Shared mobility (r)evolution 
saves $5T/year in 2050

Autonomous only

World Urban Transport CO2 emissions 

Source: UC Davis, ITDP, https://steps.ucdavis.edu/three-revolutions-landing-page/
Note: Graph shows CO2 emissions from urban passenger mobility including 2 & 3 wheelers, passenger vehicles, buses, and trains.  

https://steps.ucdavis.edu/three-revolutions-landing-page/
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Two vastly different futures possible
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Mobility-utopia

• Shared, electric, right-sized, 

• Public transit more affordable

• Cars on the road down 5-10X

• Congestion reduced

• Reliable last-mile service

• Traffic accidents down

• Cities designed for people

• Less parking/roads, more open space

• Emissions reduced 80%+

Auto-dystopia

• Individual (AV) ownership

• Oil/combustion powered

• No time cost -> more travel

• Sprawl up

• Congestion up

• Public transit down

• 2X emissions
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How to get to on right path? 
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Shared

Electric (connected to clean grid)

Right-sized

Cities designed for people

Public transit complementary

Autonomous?



The Stairway to (AV) Heaven
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With clear automated vehicle policy, cities can control their own destinies. While a fully 
autonomous future may be distant, the actions cities take in the next five years could 
determine whether we’re headed to AV heaven or hell, where these new technologies 
either support or undermine city goals. Drawing from NACTO’s just-released second 
edition of the Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism, join our panel of policy, transit, and 
freight experts as they lay out their visions for making AV heaven a reality.

Moderator: Anthony Eggert - Program Director, ClimateWorks Foundation
Expert Speakers
Kate Fillin-Yeh - Strategy Director, NACTO
Shagithya Deivendran - Project Lead - AVs, Toronto Transportation Services
Julia Friedlander - Senior Policy Advisor: AVs, SFMTA
Hayley Richardson - Senior Communications Associate, TransitCenter

https://nacto.org/person/anthony-eggert/
https://nacto.org/person/kate-fillin-yeh/
https://nacto.org/person/shagithya-deivendran/
https://nacto.org/person/julia-friedlander/
https://nacto.org/person/hayley-richardson/
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QUESTIONS?

“Yes, there are two paths you can go by
But in the long run
There's still time to change the road you're on…”
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